((... (xl" x~)-x3...)" xn-0" zn.
We define [x,y]O:=x and Ix, y] n+l := [x,y] ny, so [x,y] n stands for xy...y (n-times y).
When we deal with rings and modules, we write the dot for the multiplication in the ring or module in order to distinguish it from the multiplication in the groupoid.
When we represent the idempotent reduct of a vector space over a finite field by a ~oupoid, we need the fact that every finite field different from GF (2) is generated by a single element a satisfying equations a n = 1 and a k = 1 --a for suitable natural numbers n, k.
For natural numbers n, k we introduce the following notations:
where Z [X] denotes the ring of all Z-polynomials in one variable X and (X n --1, X~ + X --1) is the ideal of Z[X] generated by X n --1 and X ~ + X --1.
r(n, k) := X q-(X n --1, X ~ ~-X --1) generates the ring R(n, k).
9~ (n, k) denotes the class of all left modules over R (n, k). If there is no danger of confusion we write r, R, 9)2 instead of r (n, k), R (n, k) and 9:~ (n, k). Lemma 1. For x, y e d ~ 9~ define xy := r. x q-(1 --r). y. Then the groupoid (A, .) satisfies the equations
Remark. (A, .) is the full idempotent reduet o] the R-module z~r
Proof. r satisfies the equations r n ----1 and r~ _--1 --r. By induction it is easily
holds. Now the equations (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) immediately follow.
As r generates the ring R the two operations
xy=r.x+(1--r).y and s(x,y,z):=x+y--z generate all idempotent pol3momials of the R-module d. s (x, y, z) = [x, z] m-1 [y, z] m-e, where m is the least multiple of n which is greater than or equal to k, hence (A, .) is the full idempotent reduct of ~r
Let us denote by | (n, k) the class of groupoids satisfying the equations (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). Then lemrna 1 ~ves us a mapping ~b: 92~(n, k) --->@(n, k).
Theorem 2. Let n, k be natural numbers and 2 <= k. Then r ~ (n, k) --~ f~ (n, k) is a bijection.
For the proof we have to construct for any groupoid ~ in @ (n, k) a R-module structure on G such that xy -----r. x zr (1 --r) 9 y. In short we ha~-e to find a mapping O: | (n, k) --> 9~ (n, k) which is the inverse mapping of ~5. For this construction we need a result similar to those of K. Urbanik s (x,y,z) =s(y,x,z) , s(x,y,z),u,z) =s (x,s(y,u,z) ,z), 
